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ABSTRACT
We investigate the possibility of finding Earth-like planets in the habitable zone of 34 nearby
FGK-dwarfs, each known to host one giant planet exterior to their habitable zone detected by
RV. First we simulate the dynamics of the planetary systems in their present day configura-
tions and determine the fraction of stable planetary orbits within their habitable zones. Then,
we postulate that the eccentricity of the giant planet is a result of an instability in their past
during which one or more other planets were ejected from the system. We simulate these sce-
narios and investigate whether planets orbiting in the habitable zone survive the instability.
Explicitly we determine the fraction of test particles, originally found in the habitable zone,
which remain in the habitable zone today. We label this fraction the resilient habitability of
a system. We find that for most systems the probability of planets existing [or surviving] on
stable orbits in the habitable zone becomes significantly smaller when we include a phase of
instability in their history. We present a list of candidate systems with high resilient habit-
ability for future observations. These are: HD 95872, HD 154345, HD 102843, HD 25015,
GJ 328, HD 6718 and HD 150706. The known planets in the last two systems have large
observational uncertainties on their eccentricities, which propagate into large uncertainties on
their resilient habitability. Further observational constraints of these two eccentricities will
allow us to better constrain the survivability of Earth-like planets in these systems.
Key words: planets and satellites: dynamical evolution and stability – planets and satellites:
general – planets and satellites: terrestrial planets – planetary systems
1 INTRODUCTION
One of the key goals for exoplanet science is to observe an Earth-
like planet located in the habitable zone of a Sun-like star, where
the habitable zone is defined as the spherical shell at a distance that
permits liquid water to exist on the planet’s surface.
Detecting Earth-mass (i.e. low-mass) planets has been tech-
nologically limited, however new instruments such as ESPRESSO
(currently operational with the sensitivity slowly increasing Pepe
et al. 2010; Leite et al. 2018), space missions like PLATO (Rauer
et al. 2014) and future large telescopes such as E-ELT and
TMT (Gilmozzi & Spyromilio 2007; Skidmore et al. 2015) offer
the prospect for the discovery of Earth-like planets in the near fu-
ture.
Discovering Earth-like planets will, however, be difficult even
with the next generation of instruments. One must focus attention
on a relatively small number of stars (or planetary systems). A nat-
ural question is then: which systems do we select for further de-
tailed study? In this paper we will consider local stars possessing
one observed (massive) planet located beyond the habitable zone.
Through numerical modelling of their dynamical past, we select
the subset having the best prospects for possessing a habitable low-
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mass planet. Considering systems containing a Jupiter-mass planet
further out makes sense for a number of reasons:
(i) Recent work has shown that the presence of Jupiter was in-
strumental in shaping the inner parts of the Solar System by clear-
ing out or preventing the delivery of a large fraction of the solids in
the early inner disc. This might be a requirement for systems such
as the Solar System to form (Batygin & Laughlin 2015; Childs et al.
2019; Lambrechts et al. 2019), rather than the systems commonly
found by Kepler which consist of super-Earths and mini-Neptunes
on tightly packed orbits within 0.5 au (Mullally et al. 2015).
(ii) Until relatively recently there was commonly held belief that
Jupiter protected the Earth from impacts (see e.g. Ward et al. 2000).
This belief has come under scrutiny as the effect of Jupiter on im-
pact rates has been looked at more closely through numerical sim-
ulations (Laakso et al. 2006). Jupiter actually appears to cause a
slight enhancement in impacts from bodies originating in the aster-
oid and Kuiper belt (Horner & Jones 2008, 2009) whilst reducing
the impact rate of long-period comets (Horner et al. 2010). Regard-
less, giant planets appear to have been instrumental in delivering
water and other volatiles to the inner parts of the system, whether
it happened after formation (Chyba 1990; Morbidelli et al. 2000;
Abramov & Mojzsis 2009; Carter-Bond et al. 2014; Grazier 2016)
or during formation (Raymond et al. 2006; Raymond & Izidoro
2017; O’Brien et al. 2018).
c© 2019 The Authors
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(iii) Systems with gas giants are very likely to also host low-
mass planets. Recent studies have shown that ∼ 40% of sys-
tems that have low-mass planets (in this case “low-mass” implies
. 10M⊕) also host an external gas giant (Zhu & Wu 2018; Bryan
et al. 2019). Further, Zhu & Wu (2018) invert this occurrence rate
using overall occurrence rates for each type of planet and conclude
that ∼ 90% of gas giant systems should have interior, lower-mass
planets. The correlations found are not strictly for the Earth-like
planets that we consider in this work. However, one could argue
that if there were data to consider these planets then the correlation
might be even stronger, given the fact that a gas giant might be re-
quired to even be able to have Earth-like planets. For comparison,
Burke et al. (2015) determined the occurrence rate for Earth-like
planets around GK-dwarfs given by extrapolation from Kepler sys-
tems to be ∼ 6± 3% for planets with radii between 0.75 and 1.75
Earth radii and 300–700 day orbits. By instead considering Kepler
non-detections, Hsu et al. (2019) determined an upper bound (84th
percentile) of 27% on the occurrence rate of planets with radii be-
tween 0.75 and 1.5 Earth radii on periods of 237–500 days. They
caution however that the bound is likely overestimated by up to a
factor of two due to contamination by false alarms.
(iv) The RV-signal strength from a planet is proportional to
Mp sin Ip where Ip is the inclination of the orbital plane with re-
spect to the plane of the sky, with the observer at Ip = 90◦. For
nearby giant planets, Gaia will be able to constrain the orbital
plane (Sozzetti et al. 2008; Perryman et al. 2014; Ranalli et al.
2018). Given that planetary systems seem to typically have low
mutual inclinations (Lissauer et al. 2011; Johansen et al. 2012),
we can further constrain which systems to observe by picking out
those in which the giant planet has Ip ≈ 90◦. This gives a strong
prior for the amplitude of the RV signal from the Earth-like planet
being observed to be close to its maximum possible value.
However, a gas giant may destabilise certain orbits including
those within the habitable zone of a planetary system (Jones et al.
2001; Menou & Tabachnik 2003; Veras & Armitage 2005; Mat-
sumura et al. 2013; Agnew et al. 2017, 2018; Georgakarakos et al.
2018). In this paper we will not only re-examine the present day
habitability of systems containing giant planets, but also determine
the fraction of test particles remaining within habitable zones when
one accounts for the past dynamical evolution of particular systems.
We term this fraction the resilient habitability (Carrera et al. 2016)
of these systems
The resilient habitability of a system is determined by assum-
ing that the system initially consisted of multiple planets and that
the eccentricity of the observed planet is the result of one or more
other planets’ being ejected when the system became unstable. The
idea is that changes to the orbits and ejection of planets during the
instability will do considerably more damage to Earth-like planets
in the habitable zone than the system as seen today with its post-
instability architecture. In summary, from our simulations we de-
termine two types of habitability for each of the observed systems
we study:
Present-day habitability: The fraction of test particles that
remain in the habitable zone when the system is simulated in its
present day configuration. We denote this as fhab,1P.
Resilient habitability: The fraction of test particles that re-
main in the habitable zone when the past dynamical evolution of
the system is simulated. We denote this as frhab.
This paper is arranged as follows. In section 2 we discuss how
scattering between two planets can lead to the ejection of one with
the other becoming more bound and eccentric. We show how the
eccentricity reached is a function of the mass ratio of the two plan-
ets. In section 3 we present the known planet-hosting systems we
have selected to investigate, each of which has a single giant planet
exterior to the habitable zone. Section 4 describes our calculations
of both the present day and resilient habitability of these systems.
The results of these calculations are presented in section 5. The im-
plications of our results are discussed in section 6. In section 7 we
list the systems which in our view represent the best candidates for
further searches for Earth-like planets. We summarise the paper in
section 8.
2 GIANT PLANET SCATTERING
We know from observations (Buchhave et al. 2018), and suspect
from simulations (Thommes et al. 2008; Mordasini et al. 2009), that
giant planets rarely form alone. Furthermore, it has been shown that
giant planets form on circular or nearly circular orbits (Bitsch et al.
2013; Ragusa et al. 2018) which are later made more eccentric,
whereas the observed exoplanet eccentricity distribution is consis-
tent with most of them having been made eccentric through planet–
planet scattering (Ford & Rasio 2008; Juric´ & Tremaine 2008).
In this section we consider scattering between massive plan-
ets within two-planet systems. When two planets are placed on
sufficiently close, low-eccentricity orbits, they will become unsta-
ble, leading to the two orbits crossing which then leads to a se-
ries of strong planet–planet scattering events, with one planet be-
ing ejected whilst one remains on a more bound, and eccentric, or-
bit. For a review on the dynamical evolution of planetary systems
see Davies et al. (2014).
Here, we model two systems orbiting around a Solar-mass
star: one containing two Jupiter-mass planets and one containing
one Jupiter-mass planet and one Saturn-mass planet, in order to
investigate how the eccentricity distribution of the planets left be-
hind (once one planet is ejected) depends on the mass ratio of the
two planets. We place one Jupiter at 5.2 au and place a second ei-
ther Jupiter- or Saturn-mass planet in the range [5.2,7.6] au. This
setup eventually leads to planet–planet scattering during which ei-
ther of the Jupiter-mass planets can be ejected in the first case and
the Saturn-mass planet is ejected in the second case. Figure 1 shows
the semi-major axis and eccentricity of the remaining planet for the
two systems. The distribution of eccentricities is clearly a function
of the mass ratio of the two planets. In ejecting a second Jupiter,
the remaining Jupiter-mass planet has to give up more energy and
angular momentum, thus making it more bound and more eccentric
than when the inner Jupiter ejects a Saturn-mass planet.
We will make use of the mass-ratio dependence of eccentric-
ity when we consider the dynamical histories of our selected ob-
served systems. For example, if the observed planet in a system
has a eccentricity below about 0.3, we can then expect the planet
to have ejected (only) Saturn-mass planets in the past, whereas for
larger eccentricities, the planet is more likely to have ejected one
(or more) planets of equal mass.
3 SYSTEM SELECTION
We select systems from the exoplanet archive1 with a single gas
giant (0.3MJ < Mp sin Ip < 8MJ where MJ is the mass of
1 https://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/
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Figure 1. The figure shows the a and e of a surviving Jupiter-mass planet
after having ejected a second planet in an unstable two-planet system. The
shaded region shows the range of semi-major axes permitted based on a
simple energy consideration. The two colours show two different mass com-
binations: Jupiter plus Jupiter, and Jupiter plus Saturn.
Table 1. Parameters used in equation 2 for determining the boundaries of
the habitable zone as given by Kopparapu et al. (2014)
Inner edge Outer edge
Parameter Runaway Greenhouse Maximum Greenhouse
Seff 1.107 0.356
a 1.332× 10−4 6.171× 10−5
b 1.58× 10−8 1.698× 10−9
c −8.308× 10−12 −3.198× 10−12
d −1.931× 10−15 −5.575× 10−16
Jupiter) orbiting an FGK-dwarf star (1.4M & M? & 0.65M,
R? < 2R) beyond its habitable zone (HZ).
The habitable zone (HZ) is defined as a shell at a distance from
a star with a given luminosity (L) and effective temperature (Teff )
in which a planet can have liquid water on its surface. The bound-
aries of the HZ for each system are determined using the formula
derived by Kopparapu et al. (2014), shown below:
d =
(
L/L
Seff
)0.5
AU (1)
where L is the Solar luminosity and
Seff = Seff + aT? + bT
2
? + cT
3
? + dT
4
? (2)
is a measure of the flux received by the planet and T? = Teff − T
(T = 5780 K). The values for the parameters are given in ta-
ble 1. The inner edge of the HZ is set using the model parameters
for runaway greenhouse habitability, the limit at which the tem-
perature of the planet, under any realistic atmospheric conditions,
inevitably becomes too high. The outer edge is set using the max-
imum greenhouse parameters, which is the limit at which an op-
timally constructed atmosphere to maximise the greenhouse effect
can no longer prevent all the water from freezing.
To further limit the number of systems we simulate, we im-
pose another criterion; the pericentre calculated using an eccentric-
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Figure 2. All of the known single-planet RV systems that meet our selection
criteria for planet mass, and for stellar mass and radius. The black stars in
the plot show the systems in table 2; the grey markers are systems which
meet the selection criteria but where the planet has an orbit that enters, is
inside or interior to the habitable zone.
ity one standard deviation lower than the mean observed value must
lie exterior to the HZ.
The criteria leave us with 34 systems as listed in table 2. We
include in this table the stellar parameters used to determine the
HZ. They are plotted and highlighted in figure 2 along with every
other known single planet RV system that matches our criterion for
planetary mass and stellar type. Half of these systems can be found
on the short-list of Agnew et al. (2017, 2018) who investigated the
present day stability of orbits in the HZ. For the remaining half,
some planets were considered by Agnew et al. (2017, 2018) to be so
distant that the orbits of test particles in the HZ would be unaffected
by the planet, and therefore were not investigated. We also include
some high eccentricity systems with limited stability that did not
make their cut and some systems discovered subsequent to their
work.
4 SETUP OF THE NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
We perform all our N-body simulations using the Bulirsch–Stoer
integrator of the MERCURY package (Chambers 1999), with an
accuracy parameter of 10−12 resulting in a relative energy error of
less than 10−5 for all runs.
4.1 Present-day habitability
As a first step we simulate all the planetary systems in their present
day configuration to determine the present day habitability, i.e. the
fraction of test particle orbits which keep their semi-major axis in
the HZ despite the presence of a nearby giant planet. We refer to
this value as fhab,1P.
We place 100 test particles in the HZ with their semi-major
axes distributed uniformly from inner to outer edge. We place them
MNRAS 000, 1–18 (2019)
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Table 2. The stellar parameters used to determine the habitable zone using the runaway greenhouse and maximum greenhouse parameters from Kopparapu
et al. (2014) and the planetary orbits. The effective temperatures, parallaxes and luminosities are all from Gaia DR2 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018); the
planetary parameters and stellar mass are determined in the references below. The table is ordered by the distance to the midpoint of the habitable zone.
Stellar Teff Luminosity Stellar HZ mid- Planet Mass Semi-major
System Mass (M) (K) (L) Parallax (mas) point (AU) (MJ sin I) axis (AU) Eccentricity
1HD 114613 1.36 5709 4.44 49.3 2.79 0.48 5.16 0.25± 0.08
2HD 222155 1.21 5720 3.22 19.7 2.37 2.12 5.14 0.16± 0.22
2HD 72659 1.43 5898 2.38 19.2 2.01 3.85 4.75 0.22± 0.03
3ψ1 Dra B 1.19 6213 2.11 43.9 1.85 1.53 4.43 0.4± 0.05
4HD 25171 1.09 6127 2.00 18.0 1.81 0.95 3.02 0.08± 0.06
2HD 24040 1.11 5805 1.89 21.4 1.80 3.86 4.92 0.04± 0.12
2HD 13931 1.30 5837 1.74 21.1 1.72 2.20 5.15 0.02± 0.04
5HD 220689 1.04 5944 1.50 21.3 1.59 1.06 3.36 0.16± 0.20
2HD 89307 1.27 5955 1.36 31.2 1.51 2.11 3.27 0.2± 0.05
2HD 86226 1.06 5924 1.23 21.9 1.44 0.92 2.84 0.15± 0.18
6HD 68402 1.12 5950 1.20 12.7 1.42 0.81 2.18 0.03± 0.06
2HD 27631 0.94 5732 1.10 19.9 1.38 1.45 3.25 0.12± 0.12
7HD 150706 1.17 5920 1.07 35.3 1.35 2.71 6.70 0.38± 0.3
6HD 152079 1.10 5722 1.04 11.3 1.34 2.18 3.98 0.52± 0.02
2HD 70642 0.96 5667 1.02 34.1 1.34 1.85 3.18 0.03± 0.08
8HD 32963 0.94 5746 1.01 26.2 1.32 0.70 3.41 0.07± 0.04
5HD 6718 1.08 5730 0.96 18.2 1.29 1.68 3.55 0.10± 0.08
5HD 142022 0.90 5487 0.89 29.1 1.27 4.44 2.93 0.53± 0.20
9HD 171238 0.81 5440 0.96 22.3 1.22 2.72 2.57 0.23± 0.03
214 Her 0.90 5282 0.71 55.7 1.15 4.66 2.93 0.37± 0.01
10HD 102843 0.72 5346 0.72 15.9 1.15 0.36 4.07 0.11± 0.07
4HD 30669 0.92 5386 0.71 17.5 1.14 0.47 2.70 0.18± 0.30
2HD 290327 0.84 5545 0.73 17.7 1.14 2.43 3.43 0.08± 0.10
9HD 98736 0.92 5312 0.65 30.8 1.10 2.33 1.86 0.22± 0.064
2HD 95872 0.70 5180 0.57 132.2 1.04 3.74 5.15 0.06± 0.04
2HD 154345 0.71 5468 0.60 54.7 1.04 3.07 4.21 0.04± 0.05
11HD 42012 0.83 5342 0.54 27.1 1.00 1.60 1.67 0.07± 0.07†
12HD 25015 0.86 5079 0.41 26.7 0.89 4.48 6.19 0.39± 0.08
13 Eri 0.83 4975 0.38 312.3 0.86 1.55 3.39 0.7± 0.04
5HD 166724 0.81 5101 0.39 22.1 0.86 3.53 5.42 0.73± 0.04
2HD 87883 0.67 4964 0.34 54.6 0.81 1.54 3.58 0.53± 0.12
14HD 164604 0.80 4684 0.26 25.4 0.73 2.7 1.3 0.24± 0.14
2BD-17 63 0.72 4669 0.22 29.0 0.67 2.85 2.85 0.54± 0.01
15GJ 328 0.69 3989 0.10 48.7 0.48 2.30 4.50 0.37± 0.05
1Wittenmyer et al. (2014), 2Stassun et al. (2017), 3Endl et al. (2016), 4Moutou et al. (2011), 5Marmier et al. (2013), 6Jenkins et al. (2017),7Boisse et al.
(2012), 8Rowan et al. (2016), 9Ment et al. (2018), 10Feng et al. (2019) 11Rey et al. (2017), 12Rickman et al. (2019), 13Benedict et al. (2006) 14Robertson
et al. (2013),
†Note: HD 42012 is given with a 3σ upper bound of 0.2. We reformulate it as in the table to make consistent with the rest of the systems.
on circular orbits and make them co-planar with the planet. We ran-
domly pick the three Keplerian angles (argument of perihelion, ω;
longitude of ascending node, Ω, and mean anomaly, M ) between
0 and 360◦ and then integrate the systems for 107 years. For each
system we check if 10 Myr was sufficient for it to relax, i.e. if af-
ter 10 Myr particles are still being lost. If any test particle was lost
within the last Myr we run the system for another Myr and check
again repeating the process until no more test particles are lost. We
find that for most systems 10 Myr is sufficient. For each system we
do three simulations. One simulation using the reported eccentric-
ity of the giant planets and two using the ±1σ eccentricity-values
shown in table 2.
The systems we simulate are shown in figure 3. They are split
into three groups:
Group 1: Systems where the planet has a considerably larger
semi-major axis than the outer edge of the HZ and a low eccentric-
ity, or has a moderate eccentricity with a much larger semi-major
axis.
Group 2: Systems where the planet has a semi-major axis just
outside the outer edge of the HZ with a low to moderate eccentricity
or at larger semi-major axis with a sufficiently high eccentricity to
bring the pericentre very close to the HZ.
Group 3: Systems that could fit in either Group 1 or 2, due to
the planets’ having large uncertainties in their eccentricities.
4.2 Resilient habitability
4.2.1 Planets
To determine the the resilient habitability we need to perform sim-
ulations that can represent the past dynamical evolution of an ob-
served system. We postulate that any simulation of the system’s
past that ends with a massive planet having an eccentricity consis-
tent with observations can be used to represent the system’s history.
Figure 1 shows that the outcomes of planet–planet scattering
between planets of two different mass ratios (1:1 and 3:10) covers
the entire range of observed eccentricities. We take these two mass
MNRAS 000, 1–18 (2019)
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Figure 3. The planetary systems studied in our simulations. The planet is shown as an orange circle, where the area of the circle is proportional to
√
Mp/M?.
The black lines show the peri- and apo-centre range of the orbit using the reported and ± 1σ values of the eccentricity. If the lower limit is consistent with
zero, this is instead represented by a black dot. The green shaded area is the habitable zone calculated according to the formula from Kopparapu et al. (2014)
(Equations 1 and 2 of this paper). The systems are split into three categories, from left to right: Group 1 comprises systems with planets on distant orbits
and/or with low eccentricity; Group 2 comprises systems with planets on nearby orbits and/or with high eccentricity; and Group 3 comprises systems where
the planetary orbits have uncertain eccentricities that could place the systems in either Group 1 or Group 2. The Solar System is shown for scale at the bottom
of each panel.
ratios and construct two sets of initial conditions that contain plan-
ets with those ratios plus additional ones in order to capture secular
effects during and after scattering. We call them 3E and 4H and
they are set up as follows:
3E: This set contains three equal-mass planets, all with a mass
equal to the Mp sin Ip of the observed planet.
4H: This set contains four planets with hierarchical masses,
following the Solar System giants, with the innermost planet having
a mass equal to the Mp sin Ip of the observed planet. We will refer
to planets in this set as [lower case] jupiter, saturn, uranus, neptune.
We randomly pick the three Keplerian angles uniformly between
0 and 360◦ and draw random initial eccentricities uniformly from
0 to 0.01. The initial inclinations are drawn randomly between 0
and 5◦ which results in mutual inclinations between 0 and 10◦
with an average around 2-3◦: this is consistent with observations
of Kepler multiple systems (Lissauer et al. 2011; Johansen et al.
2012). The planet radius is set following Bashi et al. (2017). Plan-
ets below 0.39MJ follow a relation of R ∝ M0.55 and planets
with masses above it followR ∝M0.01 with the breakpoint radius
being 1.1RJ.
For each set in each system we place the innermost planet at
two times the observed semi-major axis and initial separation be-
tween the planets is set to 3 mutual Hill radii in the 3E runs and
3.5 mutual hill radii for the 4H runs. The mutual Hill radius of two
planets with masses M1 and M2 orbiting a star with mass M? at
semi-major axes of a1 and a2 is defined as:
RMHill =
(
M1 +M2
3M?
)1/3
a1 + a2
2
. (3)
This small spacing is chosen in order to trigger the instability
on a short time-scale, and to be computationally efficient. The time
until the instability is triggered does not affect the duration of the
scattering phase, as that is set by the orbital time-scale of the plan-
ets (Malmberg et al. 2011). Nor does it affect broadly the properties
of the systems once they have stabilised following the ejection of
one or more planets.
4.2.2 Test particles
In two-planet scattering one can narrowly constrain the expected
range of final semi-major axes of the surviving planet by consider-
ing energy conservation (as seen in figure 1). When more planets
are added, the final energy of the planets becomes less predictable
and the expected range of semi-major axes is widened. Given that
we are modelling a system where the planet has a specific semi-
major axis we need to circumvent this. We do this by utilizing the
fact that planetary dynamics are essentially scale free; i.e. if one
takes a system and doubles all the semi-major axes it would almost
always have the same exact dynamical outcome. The one excep-
tion is the probability of collisions, which decreases with increas-
ing semi-major axis (Ford & Rasio 2008). We find them to be rare
in our simulations (< 3%) so this is not a concern. Given this, we
can rescale the semi-major axes of the remaining planets and the
MNRAS 000, 1–18 (2019)
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location of HZ according to the semi-major axis of the planet in the
system we are modelling.
The post facto rescaling means that a larger range of test par-
ticles has to be included in the simulation. We place approximately
450 test particles (circular, coplanar and randomly phased) between
0.8 times the inner edge of the HZ to 2.5 times the outer edge. The
exact number is determined so the spacing between them is the
same as in the previous experiment. Any realization (run) that ends
with the rescaled location of the HZ outside where initially there
were test particles is discarded.
Two changes are made to the simulation to ensure efficiency.
Firstly, the ejection distance is set to 250 au which ensures that test
particles which clearly are not going to be habitable are removed in
a timely fashion. Second, we we remove any test particles that pass
within 0.05 au of the host star. This removes highly eccentric test
particles that would significantly slow down the integration during
their pericentre passages.
We then run the simulations for 107 years. Our initial condi-
tions trigger the instability in less than 105 years in all systems and
the scattering phase rarely lasts more than 106 years. This means
that 107 years is usually more than enough for the system to evolve
and the phase of scattering to end. However if there are test parti-
cles being ejected in the last Myr we run the simulation until there
has been a Myr with no ejections.
The resilient habitability for each run is calculated by rescal-
ing the location of the HZ by afinal/aobs, checking which particles
started with their semi-major axes in it and then seeing what frac-
tion are left at the end.
5 RESULTS
As explained earlier, we considered the dynamical evolution of two
kinds of planetary systems: 3E (where we have three planets of
the same mass) and 4H (where we have four planets following the
same ratio of masses of our own gas giants). For each system we
investigated, we ran 100 simulations for each architecture follow-
ing a phase of instability and planetary scattering: this ejected some
planets and left the inner planet on a more eccentric orbit. In Sec-
tion 2, we showed that scattering of a Jupiter and a Jupiter, and of
a Jupiter and a Saturn, can between them span the observed eccen-
tricity range. Therefore, we first consider the question: what blend
of 3E and 4H runs best matches the observed eccentricity distribu-
tion of all observed giant exoplanets?
We determine the weighting by comparing the eccentricity
distribution we find for the innermost planets in our simulations
with observations. Our observational sample is taken from the ex-
oplanet archive2. We select giant planets with masses in the range
[0.3, 8]MJ and semi-major axes a > 1.3 au orbiting stars with
masses [0.65, 1.4] M resulting in a sample of 177 planets.
We generate 1000 eccentricity distributions for a range of
3E:4H ratios from the simulated eccentricities by randomly sam-
pling them without replacement. We then perform a 2-sample KS-
test between the observed eccentricities and our generated distribu-
tion. We find that randomly drawn distributions with 3E:4H ratios
between 2:3 and 5:4 are consistent with the observations in more
than 95% of the cases, and we chose to use a 1:1 ratio. The compar-
ison is shown in figure 4, and the resulting fraction of initially 4H
systems as a function of eccentricity is shown in figure 5. Figure 5
2 https://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/ as of February 11th 2019
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Figure 4. The cumulative distribution of exoplanet eccentricities. The ob-
served RV sample is shown in orange. In blue we show the distribution
arising from a 1:1 blend of the results of our two sets of simulations, 3E and
4H. For the 3E simulations we use the eccentricity of the innermost planet,
while for the 4H simulations we use the eccentricity of jupiter which in
∼ 97% of the cases is also the innermost planet.
can also be interpreted as the probability of a system with a given
reported eccentricity to initially have been a 4H system.
For each of the systems illustrated in figure 3, we modelled
dynamical histories using both the 3E (three equal-mass planets)
and 4H (four planets following the same ratio of masses of our own
gas giants). For each system, we performed 100 runs for each of the
3E and 4H architectures. For further analysis, keeping those where
the inner planet’s orbital eccentricity matched that of the observed
system (within the 1σ uncertainties for eccentricity).
We used the distribution shown in figure 5 to weight the 3E
and 4H runs for each system to determine its frhab-distribution. Of-
ten, the number of 3E and 4H runs that fall within the eccentricity
range for a system do not match the expected fraction from figure
5, given its eccentricity. This is because when determining the ex-
pected fraction as a function of the reported eccentricity we use the
eccentricities at the end of our simulations (efinal), whereas we al-
low for eccentricity oscillations (i.e. angular momentum exchange
via secular interactions) when determining the frhab-distribution.
We allow for the oscillations because a number of runs would have
ended up in the correct eccentricity range if the simulation had been
stopped at a different time. After taking this into account we up-
sample either the included 3E or 4H runs to give the correct ratio
for the reported eccentricity of the observed system. Once we know
which runs to use and how to re-sample them we determine the
frhab-distribution.
Figure 6 shows the outcome of a subset of runs simulating HD
72659. The resilient habitability, i.e. the fraction of the test parti-
cles originally in the habitable zone (HZ) remaining within the HZ
at the end of the run, frhab, for each run is shown in the panel
on the right. The figure includes a correctly-weighted combination
of 4H and 3E runs, differentiated by the colour of the HZ where
green represents 4H and light blue 3E. All of the runs have eccen-
tricities consistent with the reported eccentricity, when we include
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Figure 5. Here we show the fraction of initially 4H systems as a function
of final eccentricity, when using the 1:1 global blend shown in Figure 4.
The blue dashed line shows the results from the simulations, while the solid
orange line shows a polynomial fit.
secular eccentricity oscillations as described above. We show the
configurations of the remaining planets for each of 48 runs, sorted
in decreasing frhab. Additionally we show at the top the initial con-
figurations for 3E and 4H. The colour labelling for the initial con-
figuration and the final 48 systems is the same. For each planet,
the location of the circle denotes the semi-major axis whilst the
error bars denote the maximum and minimum distances form the
host star. The light backgrounds show the range of the giant planet
semi-major axes (light blue) or positions (light red) over the course
of each run, sampled every 10 kyr.
We see a clear difference between the 3E and 4H runs: 4H
gives a broad range of frhab-values, even when looking at runs
with similar eccentricities: while the upper quartile have frhab ≈
0.75 − 1, others show much smaller values of frhab. On the other
hand, for the 3E runs we see that in most cases frhab ≈ 0; we see
that the vast majority of the twelve 3E runs shown are located at the
bottom of the distribution. Massive planets have directly invaded
the HZ in about one half of the 3E runs, leading in all these cases to
the essentially complete removal of test particles. However, we see
a few examples of 4H runs where the HZ is invaded without equally
destructive outcomes. This is because the planet in question was of
much lower mass (roughly that of Neptune). In a large fraction of
runs we can see that test particles have been ejected even though
a planet never entered the HZ. This, along with the gaps seen in
the test particle distribution in nearly every run, can be explained
by resonances which are pumping up the eccentricities of the test
particles. A detailed discussion of the resonances will follow in sec-
tion 6.1.
5.1 frhab and fhab,1p distributions for the three groups
As can be seen in figure 6, runs for a given system can show a
very broad range of values of frhab. Therefore for each system,
we plot the range of values of frhab (the 1σ-equivalent range, i.e.,
the central 68% of the distribution) in figure 7, together with the
present day habitability simulations, fhab,1P, in black. The systems
are separated into the three Groups as shown in figure 3. We con-
sider the results of each Group in turn.
5.1.1 Group 1 systems
Group 1 (left panel in figure 7) contains systems where the planet
has a considerably larger semi-major axis than the outer edge of
the HZ and a low eccentricity, or has a moderate eccentricity with a
much larger semi-major axis. All of the systems show high values
of fhab,1P: usually essentially unity. In all cases the mean value of
frhab is lower and the distribution shows a broader range of values.
For the three systems with higher eccentricities (HD 72659,
GJ 328 and HD 25015) the width of the distribution can be un-
derstood by considering figures 5 and 6. The higher the observed
eccentricity, the larger the fraction of 3E runs contributing to the
frhab-distribution. We have seen that 3E runs tend to be a lot more
disruptive to test particle orbits. However, GJ 328 and HD 25015
differ from all the other Group 1 systems in that the giant is con-
siderably more distant from the HZ, resulting in nearly all of the
4H runs along with a significant fraction of the 3E runs giving
frhab ≈ 0.9
The other systems in Group 1 are all at low eccentricities and
the frhab-distribution is therefore dominated by 4H runs. The width
of the 1σ-range comes from the diversity of outcomes of the 4H
runs, which can be seen in figure 6. More specifically, for the 4H
runs we find that 40% of the runs have frhab ≈ 1 with the rest of
them fairly evenly spread between 0 and 1. Figure 8 shows the dis-
tribution of efinal and frhab for all the runs. We see that low eccen-
tricities have a mix of low and high values of frhab whilst eccen-
tricities above 0.5 give only very low values of frhab. Some 17%
of runs yield frhab > 0.9 whilst 46% of runs result in frhab < 0.1.
The distribution for an individual system can often deviate from
the average of all runs shown here. The eccentricity at which the
peaks appear is set by the underlying eccentricity distribution re-
sulting from the planet–planet scattering. A larger planet/star mass
ratio shifts the peaks to higher eccentricities. The relative strength
of each peak is set by the distance between the HZ and planet in
terms of Hill radii. 4H runs in systems with distant planets such as
HD 95872 nearly always have frhab > 0.95 and for the 3E runs
such systems (and only those) have a fraction of runs showing high
survival. Systems where the planet sits close to the HZ like HD
72659 do the opposite. The 4H runs are distributed fairly evenly
between frhab = 0 and frhab = 0.95 and the 3E runs are always
fully destructive.
5.1.2 Group 2 systems
Group 2 (middle panel in figure 7) contains systems where the
planet has a semi-major axis just outside the outer edge of the HZ
with a low to moderate eccentricity, or has a larger semi-major axis
with a sufficiently high eccentricity to bring the pericentre very
close to the HZ. Such planets are more destructive to objects within
the HZ. Other than HD 68402 all of the systems have a low fhab,1P
and even lower frhab. The reason for this can be understood by con-
sidering figure 8. The high eccentricity systems only include runs
from a region in the plot where there are no runs with high frhab,
whereas the moderately eccentric ones that sit closer to the HZ have
4H runs that are shifted to significantly lower frhab values as dis-
cussed in the previous subsection for the Group 1 systems.
The outlier, HD 68402, is a low-mass giant sitting very close
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Figure 6. The figure shows the outcome of a set of runs for HD 72659. The habitable zone is shown by the shaded rectangle around 2 au: green for the 4H runs
and cyan for the 3E runs. Coloured circles show the final semimajor axes of the planets, with the error bars indicating their pericentre and apocentre values.
The planets’ initial locations, with the same colouration, are shown at the top of the figure. The final semimajor axes of the test particles are shown as small
points, blue for those that contribute to frhab and grey for those that do not. The shaded blue region shows the range of the planets’ semimajor axes during
the integration, with output sampled every 10 kyr, and the peach region shows the range of the planets’ pericentres and apocentres, also sampled every 10 kyr.
Finally, the panel to the right shows the frhab value for each system.
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Figure 7. The present day and resilient habitability of all the systems. The black line indicates the present day habitability of the systems, in the configuration
shown in figure 3. The midpoint on the line show the survival fraction found when simulating using the reported eccentricity and the endpoints are the result
of using ±1σ values. The orange line shows the median and “1 σ range” (i.e., the central 68% of the distribution) of the frhab distribution for each system,
using the blending ratio given by the reported eccentricity (see Figure 5).
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Figure 8. A kernel density estimate showing the resulting frhab-values for
all our runs, both 3E and 4H, plotted against the final eccentricity of the
planet.
to the HZ on a nearly circular orbit. In its present day orbit it does
very little damage to the HZ; however, during the scattering any
eccentricity fluctuations or changes to its semi-major axis easily
destabilise test-particle orbits in the HZ. HD 68402 clearly demon-
strates how much the history of a system can matter.
5.1.3 Group 3 systems
Group 3 contains the systems with a large uncertainty in the re-
ported eccentricity of the planet and could therefore fall in either
Group 1 or Group 2. Given that we include runs that are within
one standard deviation of the reported eccentricity some time after
the final planet ejection occurs, we are including runs from a much
wider eccentricity range. We perform a second determination of
the frhab-distribution, in which we pick runs close to the reported
value of the observed eccentricity, and within 0.5σ of the −1σ and
+1σ values (orange, red and blue colours in figure 9).
The large eccentricity range means that we get a large sam-
ple of both 3E and 4H runs which widens the distribution. Not all
distributions in figure 9 are narrower than the corresponding ones
in figure 7; however in a subset of them the majority of 3E runs
get relegated to the high e distribution (blue line in figure 9). This
often shifts the other two distributions (orange and red lines) to
higher values, in particular for HD 150706. If its actual eccentric-
ity is close to the lower end it is one of the most resilient systems
we have looked at. If it is at the high end, the opposite is true.
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Figure 9. The resilient habitability for systems with large uncertainties in
the eccentricity of the gas giant. The three frhab distributions are generated
using runs close to the −σ (red), mean (orange) and +σ (blue) values of
the eccentricity. The black line shows fhab,1P, as in Figure 7.
6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Mechanisms responsible for the removal of particles
from the HZ
We have shown that particles orbiting in a star’s habitable zone
can themselves be destabilised during an instability among its giant
planets. We now look in more detail at the physical mechanisms re-
sponsible for removing particles from the HZ. This differs depend-
ing on whether the outer system is an equal-mass 3E configuration,
or a hierarchical 4H configuration.
The 3E runs frequently give frhab ∼ 0 as a ∼ Jupiter-mass
planet is often scattered into the HZ. This results in most test par-
ticles being directly gravitationally scattered and then ejected from
the system: around 80% of the test particles removed from the HZ
in the 3E runs have a close encounter in the HZ with one or more
planets.
In contrast, in the 4H runs jupiter only ever enters the HZ in
systems where it is initially located very close to it. However, we
still see frhab ≈ 0 runs in systems where this is not the case. This
happens in one of three ways:
• Saturn gets scattered into a HZ crossing orbit and ejects most
of the test particles (rare).
• Uranus or neptune gets scattered into a HZ crossing orbit and
stays there for some time. This increases the eccentricity of the test
particles which are later ejected by jupiter (less rare).
• Resonances from jupiter inside the HZ excite the eccentricities
of test particles which are later ejected by jupiter (common).
Examining the close encounter history of the test particles, we
find that 60% of all the ejected test particles in the 4H runs never
experience a close encounter with a planet that takes places within
the HZ. Rather, their eccentricities are excited by orbital resonances
with the giant planets, after which they are typically removed by
gravitational scattering once their apocentre brings them close to
jupiter. Matsumura et al. (2013) and Carrera et al. (2016) identified
secular resonances as being of importance in pumping up particle
eccentricities during scattering amongst outer giant planets. Here,
we show that for our systems mean-motion resonances (MMRs)
with jupiter can be more significant. We discuss the effects of sec-
ular resonances in Section 6.2.
MMRs occur when the orbital periods of two bodies lie close
to a ratio of integers. Here we consider 1 : m and 2 : m res-
onances between a test particle in the HZ and the jupiter. These
occur where the semimajor axis of the particle in the HZ lies at
a = (1/m)2/3 aJ or a = (2/m)2/3 aJ, where aJ is the semimajor
axis of the jupiter. Therefore, as the jupiter’s semimajor axis moves
erratically inwards as it scatters and ejects the outer planets, the
mean motion resonances jump through the habitable zone.
We illustrate the effects of the passage of MMRs by compar-
ing two runs from our 4H simulations of HD 72659. One run has a
high and one a low frhab. In neither run did a planet enter the HZ,
and both end with the jupiter possessing a similar eccentricity.
The motion of the resonances in these two runs is shown in
Figure 10. Here the final location of the planet is shown in amber,
and the HZ in green. Vertical lines mark the locations of MMRs
and secular resonances, sampled every 10 kyr, with the final loca-
tions of the MMRs marked as long vertical lines. The final location
of each resonance lies at the innermost edge of its range over the
integration, as expected from the net inward motion of the jupiter.
In the upper panel of Figure 10, we illustrate a case where the
jupiter moves inwards through a slow, incremental process. The
sampled locations of the resonances lie dense in the habitable zone,
meaning that particles at most semimajor axes in the HZ have time
for their eccentricities to be highly excited by one or more reso-
nances. Indeed, particles are found surviving the simulation at only
a few semimajor axes, mostly towards the inner edge of the HZ.
In the bottom panel, in contrast, the jupiter moves inwards more
rapidly, meaning that a significant fraction of the HZ does not be-
come excited by the passage of MMRs, and many particles survive
the integration. These two examples suggest a dependence of a sys-
tem’s resilient habitability frhab on the nature of the motion of the
jupiter.
We have explored a number of different parametrizations to
correlate the evolution of jupiter’s semi-major axis with frhab. We
find that looking at the fractional absolute change in semimajor
axis between each output time (10 kyr resolution) shows this de-
pendence best. The fractional absolute change is given in the form
∆a
a
=
∑
i
|ai+1 − ai|
ai
, (4)
where ai is the semi-major axis at the ith output. Thus, a jupiter
that attains its final semimajor axis in a few large jumps will have
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Figure 10. The figures show how the location of orbital resonances changes
with time for two different 4H runs of HD 72659. The final location of
the planet is shown in amber, the circle marking its semimajor axis and
the error bars its pericentre and apocentre; the habitable zone is shown in
green, and surviving test particles as small black points. Vertical lines mark
the location of orbital resonances, sampled every 10 kyr. The off-axis red
and blue lines show the location of the secular eccentricity and inclination
resonances. The remaining coloured lines show the 1 : m and 2 : m mean
motion resonances with the long line being placed at the final location of
the resonance.
a small ∆a/a, while those that move in many small steps, which
often involves temporary reversals of direction, will have a large
∆a/a. We plot in Figure 11 the resilient habitability for HD 72659
against ∆a/a, for all 4H runs where no planet entered the HZ. As
expected, we see an anticorrelation between frhab and ∆a/a.
Combining the anticorrelation we see in figure 11 with the
fact that 60% of ejected test particles in 4H runs never have a close
encounter inside the HZ, we conclude that the majority of test parti-
cles in the 4H case are ejected due to MMRs sweeping over the HZ.
The ejection efficiency is correlated with how much the semi-major
axis of jupiter changes.
6.2 Secular resonances in the habitable zone during and
after an instability
One way through which eccentricities can be forced to high values
in the absence of direct scattering is through secular resonances.
Secular resonances occur when the precession frequency of one of
the particles in the HZ matches one of the secular eigenfrequencies
of the giant planets. These resonances occur at specific values of
the particles’ semimajor axis, and formally the forced eccentricity
is infinite at these locations. Because the planetary secular frequen-
cies are dependent on their semimajor axes, the frequencies change
during planet–planet scattering, and so the secular resonances also
move. This process was identified by Matsumura et al. (2013) and
Carrera et al. (2016) as a means of destabilising terrestrial planets
during an instability amongst giant planets.
Returning to Figure 10, we have plotted the location of the sec-
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Figure 11. frhab as a function of the summed up absolute fractional change
in semi-major axis for all 65 of the the 4H-runs of HD 72659 where no
planet enters the HZ. The change in semimajor axis is defined by eq 4.
ular resonances (both eccentricity and inclination) in the two runs
every 10 kyr. The resonance locations are calculated according to
linear Laplace–Lagrange theory (Murray & Dermott 1999, Ch. 7).
They move inwards as the planets’ semimajor axes change during
scattering, similar to the motion of the MMRs, but in contrast to
the MMRs they move much further and more rapidly. This is be-
cause they depend on the semimajor axes of all planets, not just the
jupiter; but the jupiter alone sets the location of the MMRs and it-
self moves comparatively little. Indeed, the secular resonances pass
across the whole HZ in just a few 10s of kyr, insufficient time to sig-
nificantly affect particles’ eccentricities. Typically the secular res-
onances pass through the HZ in less than 30 kyr, and only in ∼ 5%
of runs do they spend more than 100 kyr in the HZ. In the upper
panel we do, however, see that the secular eccentricity and incli-
nation resonances remain for several 10s of kyr just interior to the
HZ, where they destabilise a few bodies and knock a small hole in
the distribution of survivors.
While in principle the final giant planet configuration follow-
ing scattering could leave a secular resonance in the HZ, this is very
rare, occurring in . 1% of our runs. The reason is that the planets
must be spaced rather close to each other to place a secular reso-
nance in the HZ. We show in Figure 12 where the secular eccen-
tricity resonances would lie in the HD 95872 system if it contained
a second giant planet, as a function of this planet’s mass and semi-
major axis. To place a secular resonance in the HZ requires a sepa-
ration of∼ 4− 7 mutual Hill radii between the planets. These con-
figurations would be stable if the planets’ orbits were near-circular,
as they satisfy the limit for Hill stability given by Gladman (1993):
aouter − ainner
RMHill
> 2
√
3, (5)
where RMHill is the mutual Hill radius from equation 3 and
aouter, ainner are the semi-major axes of the planets. We mark this
limit in Figure 12 as a solid red line. While the circular configu-
rations would be stable, scattering often leaves planets with sig-
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Figure 12. For the system HD 95872 (a = 4.75 au) the figure shows at
what semi-major axis a planet of a given mass needs to be placed for either
of the secular eccentricity resonances to be in the HZ. The colour indicates
where in the HZ the resonance appears. The red line shows the Gladman
stability limit for circular orbits: systems wider then this cannot experience
orbit-crossing.
nificant eccentricities, and this significantly increases the separa-
tion required for the planets to remain stable after scattering (e.g.,
Mardling & Aarseth 2001; Mustill & Wyatt 2012; Giuppone et al.
2013; Petrovich 2015; Antoniadou & Voyatzis 2016; Hadden &
Lithwick 2018).
6.3 Low-eccentricity systems
For the low-eccentricity systems we have to consider whether or not
the system has been through a phase of planet–planet scattering,
and in either case, what the value of frhab will be. If the system
has undergone an instability, then the answer is given in figure 7. If
there has not been any scattering the only way in which frhab could
be significantly different from fhab,1P is if there is an additional
hitherto undetected planet in the system. This can affect the system
either through changing the eccentricity of the observed planet over
time, or by giving rise to secular resonances inside the habitable
zone as we have just discussed.
6.3.1 Eccentricity changing with time
Secular interactions lead to eccentricities varying with time. These
variations occur on timescales of thousands of years, therefore the
fhab,1P-simulations do not necessarily capture the full picture. In
particular, a planet with a low eccentricity at the present day may be
at the low point of a secular cycle, if there is an undetected exterior
planet currently on an eccentric orbit.
We test how damaging this can be by determining what we call
fhab,2P: here, we take systems where two planets survive our 4H
runs and the jupiter has an eccentricity consistent with the observed
system, repopulate the HZ with low-eccentricity test particles, and
run the system for 10 Myr. fhab,2P is then the fraction of these re-
populated test particles that survive the integration. By choosing
two-planet systems from among our post-scattering configurations,
where the outer planet often has a highly-eccentric orbit, we are
generating systems where we might expect that a large eccentricity
can be passed to the inner planet through secular interactions, and
so where fhab,2P will be low.
However, what we find is that in most cases the variation of
the inner planet’s eccentricity is smaller than its observational un-
certainty, and that the fhab,2P values lie mostly within the range of
fhab,1P in Figure 7. fhab,2P is lower if the mean eccentricity of the
jupiter over its secular cycles is higher than the reported value, and
lower if the reverse is true. In a few percent of cases, the eccentric-
ity of the jupiter at the end of the original integration (the start of
the repopulated integration) is close to the minimum or the maxi-
mum in its cycle, and in these cases, fhab,2P can differ significantly
from fhab,1P.
We now return to the focus of this subsection: low-eccentricity
planets that have not undergone instability. The amplitude of the
inner planet’s eccentricity oscillations is larger if the outer planet’s
eccentricity is larger, and so systems that have not undergone insta-
bility will usually have values of fhab,2P similar to their values of
fhab,1P, since this is usually the case for more dynamically excited
systems too.
6.3.2 Placing the secular resonances in the habitable zone
Nevertheless, there is a potential exception to the fact that systems
that have never undergone planet–planet scattering will have a high
fhab,2P: this is if they have secular resonances in the habitable
zone. We test the effect such secular resonances can have by set-
ting up runs for the HD 95872 and HD 72659 systems, adding a
planet of equal mass on a circular orbit at a semimajor axis that
places a secular resonance in the HZ, populating the HZ with test
particles, and integrating the system for 10 Myr, verifying that the
two planets are stable.
For HD 95872 we find that fhab,2P is as high as fhab,1P when
we place a secular resonance in the HZ; however, a large fraction of
the test particles in the HZ acquire high eccentricities above 0.5. As
we discuss in Section 6.4, these high eccentricities are likely detri-
mental to any planet’s habitability. The secular resonance in this
system is especially strong because of the large planet mass relative
to the star (3.74 MJ versus 0.7 M). In HD 72659, the test parti-
cles that have large eccentricities excited eventually get ejected,
since the giant planet’s pericentre is close to the HZ. HD 95872
and HD 72659 show respectively the highest and the lowest val-
ues of both fhab,1P and frhab, showing that the effects of secular
resonances could be significant for many systems.
As discussed above, it is less likely that systems with high-
eccentricity planets have secular resonances in the HZ because of
the constraints imposed by stability of the gas giants. In answer-
ing the question “how likely is a habitable zone to be destabilised
by a secular resonance?”, we therefore have a curious inverse de-
pendence on eccentricity, where the systems with more eccentric
giant planets are less likely to have their HZ destabilised by a sec-
ular resonance. This does, however, ignore the scattering history of
the giant planets, which may have destabilised bodies in the HZ by
scattering and the passage of MMRs.
6.4 The effect of eccentricity on habitability
The habitable zone is defined as the spherical shell around a star
at which the flux received allows for liquid water to exist on the
surface of the planet under a set of atmospheric conditions. In our
simulations we have hitherto considered only whether the semi-
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Figure 13. The change in frhab for all systems when an eccentricity limit is
imposed on the habitability. For each value of elim we recalculate frhab and
do not count any test particle toward it that reaches an eccentricity greater
than elim throughout the run. The 1σ error band shows the standard devia-
tion over all runs of all systems.
major axis remains in the HZ, ignoring any orbital eccentricity the
planet may possess.
At some point this approximation breaks down and we have
to consider the effects of having large temperature differences be-
tween peri- and apo-centre. In general, the higher the orbital eccen-
tricity at a given semimajor axis, the higher the orbit-averaged radi-
ation flux from the star: therefore, the habitable zone is more distant
at higher eccentricity. While simple energy-balance arguments give
a dependence of the HZ on eccentricity of aHZ ∝
(
1− e2)−1/4,
more detailed modelling (e.g., Dressing et al. 2010; Spiegel et al.
2010; Linsenmeier et al. 2015; Bolmont et al. 2016; Kane & Torres
2017), incorporating the effects of planetary spin rate and obliquity,
shows that high eccentricities (e & 0.5) can have a significantly
stronger effect.
As the actual effect of eccentricity depends on other parame-
ters such as the spin rate and obliquity, we explore the number of
stable particles that attain a specified value of eccentricity, elim, at
any point in the run. We then recalculate the resilient habitability
frhab by excluding the particles that reached a high eccentricity,
assuming that they have been rendered uninhabitable. By perform-
ing this calculation for a range of elim, we can find how signifi-
cantly the inclusion of an eccentricity consideration affects frhab,
without committing ourselves to a single (model-dependent) ec-
centricity limit. We then show in Figure 13 the ratio of frhab with
the eccentricity limit to that without. As expected, this rises from
zero at elim = 0 (all particles are considered uninhabitable when
they acquire any eccentricity) to unity at elim = 1 (all surviving
particles are considered habitable, regardless of eccentricity). For
elim = 0.5, about 30% of surviving particles are rendered uninhab-
itable by acquiring eccentricities above elim. This is a significant
reduction in resilient habitability, motivating further studies of the
climate of highly-eccentric terrestrial planets.
6.5 Additional considerations
6.5.1 Multiple massive terrestrial planets
We have used massless test particles to represent terrestrial plan-
ets in our simulations. This is computationally efficient as one can
simulate many hundreds of test particles within one single run. The
total mass of the terrestrial planets is. 1% of that of the giant plan-
ets, so using test particles to represent massive terrestrial planets
should not be a problem when considering the direct interactions
between the particles and the giant planets. However, use of mass-
less non-interacting test particles means that we do not account for
any interactions between the habitable planets, should more than
one be present.
In principle, if there are multiple terrestrial planets close to
each other they can couple to each other and counteract external
perturbations. The stabilization by such couplings has been con-
firmed for both the Solar System (see e.g. Innanen et al. 1997;
Batygin & Laughlin 2008; Laskar & Gastineau 2009; Zeebe 2015),
and generally for tightly packed systems (see e.g. Malmberg et al.
2011; Kaib et al. 2011; Hansen 2017; Mustill et al. 2017; Denham
et al. 2019). The key factor determining whether the system is sta-
bilised is the time-scale. If the coupling between the planets is on
a short time-scale compared to the perturbation the planets will be
resistant to it. Thus, we might expect the resilient habitability of
systems to increase if the test particles are replaced with a handful
of massive planets.
On the other hand, Carrera et al. (2016) investigated the re-
silient habitability of systems where the habitable zone was pop-
ulated either by a swarm of test particles, or by one, two or four
massive (1 M⊕) planets. As expected, the survival rate of the single
planets is consistent with that of the test particles, but the survival
of HZ planets in the systems of two or four terrestrial planets is
in fact lower than that of the test particles. In practise then, multi-
planet systems subject to strong scattering from an outer system
are slightly more vulnerable and more likely to be destabilised, al-
though in systems with weaker external forcing it is likely that the
protective coupling can still stabilise the system.
6.5.2 The timing of the instability
It is thought that terrestrial planets usually take 10 − 100 Myr un-
til they are fully formed. This time-scale is typical in simulations
of terrestrial planet formation from swarms of planetary embryos
(Chambers 2001; O’Brien et al. 2006; Hansen 2009; Raymond
et al. 2009; Lambrechts et al. 2019), and agrees with radiogenic
dating of the Earth and Moon (Jacobsen 2005; Halliday 2008). On
the other hand, gas giants must form in a few Myr while the gas disc
is still present (Machida et al. 2010; Piso & Youdin 2014; Piso et al.
2015; Bitsch et al. 2019). The instability amongst the giant planets
occurs some time after they have formed. It is a steep function of
their orbital separation, and the time-scale of onset at a given sep-
aration can vary by an order of magnitude (Chambers et al. 1996;
Shikita et al. 2010). Therefore, the instability can take place before
or after terrestrial planet formation is complete. Indeed, in consis-
tent simulations of formation, migration and dynamics, Bitsch et al.
(2019) found that 5% of the giant planet systems they formed were
unstable on timescales < 10 Myr.
Thus, depending on the timing of the instability, the terrestrial
planets may be fully formed or may still be a swarm of embryos.
Whether the test particles in our simulations are considered to rep-
resent fully-formed planets or planetary embryos leads to two dif-
ferent interpretations.
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If the instability happens after terrestrial planet formation has
finished, then each particle lost from the simulations represents one
of a handful of fully-formed planets. Each run can then be inter-
preted as simulating a large number of different realisations of an
inner terrestrial planet subject to the same forcing from the unsta-
ble gas giants. Thus, a value of frhab of 25% simply means that on
average one quarter of planets would be retained and three quarters
lost. If multiple fully-formed terrestrial planets are present in the
same system, then their mutual interactions can affect the dynam-
ics: Carrera et al. (2016) showed that this results in a lower fraction
of planets surviving.
On the other hand, if the instability occurs before terrestrial
planet formation is completed, our test particles can more read-
ily be interpreted as representing the swarm of planetary embryos
present in the habitable zone in one system. Thus, a value of frhab
of 25% now means that the habitable zone loses three quarters of
its embryos. Depending on their distribution and excitation, terres-
trial planet formation may not be able to proceed all the way to
Earth mass, but may stall at smaller masses as much of the avail-
able material can be ejected from the system during the instability.
An additional complication concerns the outcome of collisions be-
tween embryos: when excited by an instability in the outer system,
collision velocities increase and collisions between embryos result
in significant mass loss (Mustill et al. 2018). This can reduce the fi-
nal size of the terrestrial planets still further, if the ejecta is ground
down and removed by radiation pressure before being reaccreted
by one of the embryos.
6.5.3 RV mischaracterization of planet eccentricity
The signal from a planet with a seemingly eccentric orbit may, in
some circumstances, actually be generated by a planet on a circu-
lar orbit. There are two ways in which this could happen. The first
arises from the fact that eccentricity is a positive-definite quantity:
it cannot be negative. Therefore, the fitted eccentricities for plan-
ets on circular or low-eccentricity orbits are biased towards higher
values (Lucy & Sweeney 1971; Shen & Turner 2008; Zakamska
et al. 2011; Hara et al. 2019). For example, Zakamska et al. (2011)
show that the fraction of low eccentricity systems could be underes-
timated by as much as a factor of 3. This means that the true values
of the resilient habitability for some of our systems may be higher
than we have calculated, as the known planets’ eccentricities may
be somewhat smaller than the reported literature values.
The second way in which a seemingly eccentric signal can be
generated by a planet on a circular orbit is through the presence of
an interior, lower mass planet at a 2:1 period ratio. Anglada-Escudé
et al. (2010) showed that two such planets show a similar and some-
times indistinguishable RV signal as only having the outer, more
massive planet on an eccentric orbit. They show that the RV signal
from as many as 35% of observed eccentric single planet systems
show no statistically significant difference from being two planets
in a 2:1 configuration rather than a single eccentric planet. Further,
Wittenmyer et al. (2019) sets an upper bound on the possible ap-
parent eccentricity at 0.5.
We first make a simple estimation of the destructive effects
on the HZ of a single eccentric planet compared to two planets in
a 2:1 configuration. We estimate the mass of the inner compan-
ion required to mimic an eccentric orbit from figure 3 of Kürster
et al. (2015), and compare the potential for direct scattering in both
configurations, comparing the reach of the Hill radius of the inner
planet ain − rH,in with that of the seemingly eccentric outer planet
at pericentre aout(1 − eout) − rH,out. We find that the eccentric
outer planet will be more effective at direct scattering than the 2:1
two-planet configuration.
We test this with a set of simulations and find that systems
with e < 0.3 also can be more damaging than their 2:1 equivalent.
This occurs if the pericenter distance to the outer edge of the HZ is
smaller than the distance from the extra interior planet to the edge
in terms of Hill’s radii. This is the case for nearly all systems in this
range that are fairly close to the HZ, barring the ones where the 2:1
resonance sits inside the HZ which already show low fhab,1P and
mostly frhab = 0. The most resilient and distant systems such as
HD 95872 show no difference when replaced with the 2:1 equiva-
lent.
6.5.4 Planet masses and multiplicities
We now consider two complications to our treatment of the planet
masses in our simulations. First, we have set the planet masses in
the simulations to equal M sin I of the observed planet, which on
average will underestimate the planet mass by a factor of 1.6, and
is a strict lower limit on the mass. To explore the effect of the true
mass being higher, we have re-run the single-planet simulations
(to calculate fhab,1P) for HD 95872 and HD 72659 with planetary
masses increased by factors of 1.4, 1.7 and 2.0. For HD 95872 there
is no difference in the outcome. For HD 72659, where the giant’s
pericentre is closer to the HZ, we find a small reduction in fhab,1P
of 0.02 − 0.06. A larger mass is marginally more disruptive if the
pericentre is within a few Hill radii of the HZ, but because the Hill
radius is a weak function of mass (Equation 3) the effect is not very
strong.
When considering frhab, we expect that the peak of the eccen-
tricity distribution after scattering will shift to slightly higher val-
ues with increasing planet–star mass ratio. However, we also expect
that the mass ratio between planets in the system is more significant
in setting the final eccentricity distribution and the history of scat-
tering. We note here that soon Gaia will provide a measure of the
true mass of many Jupiter analogues (Sozzetti et al. 2008; Perry-
man et al. 2014; Ranalli et al. 2018), permitting a refinement to the
estimation of fhab,1P and frhab by repeating these simulations with
the real planetary masses.
The second complication is that we have reduced the set of
planetary mass ratios considered to two choices: strictly equal
masses (3E), or a hierarchical Solar System analogue (4H). Al-
though we have shown that this simplification can reproduce the
observed eccentricity distribution of the giant exoplanets, in re-
ality mass ratios will fall on a continuum; this greatly increases
the parameter space to investigate. Here, we simply note the fol-
lowing: With our dichotomous distribution of mass ratios, for a
given eccentricity the distribution of frhab is bimodal (figure 8),
having a high-survivability peak from the 4H systems and a low-
survivability peak from the 3E systems. We would then expect, for
example, a 2:1:1 mass ratio to be intermediate between the 4H and
the 3E in destructibility, and with a continuum of mass ratios, we
expect the frhab distribution to be less bimodal.
Finally, the number of planets in our simulations was fixed
at either three or four. Adding more planets will likely be more
destructive to bodies in the HZ if the planets are comparable in
mass to the largest planet, since there will be more possibilities of
scattering a large planet onto an orbit with a small pericentre, and
also more secular resonances to destabilise the HZ at a distance.
However, if the additional planets are smaller (neptune-mass), there
should be a weaker effect, as we have shown that the dominant
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Figure 14. The figure shows the resilient habitability, and its uncertainty, of
all the simulated systems. The systems are marked with their planets’ semi-
major axes rescaled so that the midpoint of the systems’ HZ corresponds
to the midpoint of the HZ in the Solar System, and with their reported
eccentricities. The colour of each symbol is set by the median of frhab-
distribution. The inner and outer radii of annular symbols scale linearly
with the ±1σ values of frhab-distribution. The crosses indicate systems
where the 1σ upper limit is less than 0.05. Thus, the blue crosses are very
bad, small blue dots are bad, the narrow brown/red annuli are good and the
wide annuli give a range of possible outcomes. We have have highlighted
the best potential systems for follow-up observations; they are as follows:
1) HD 95872 2) HD 154345 3) HD 102843 4) HD 25015 5) GJ 328 6)
HD 6718 7) HD 150706.
mechanism for destabilising the HZ is not the entry of neptune-
mass planet into it (Section 6.1).
7 FUTURE OBSERVATIONS
Finally, we can make some comments as to which of the systems
we have studied provide the best prospects for the detection of
planets in the HZ, based on their resilient habitability. All the low-
eccentricity systems in Group 1 make good candidates for observa-
tions as they all have high median frhab-values. Particularly good
are the ones where the lower end of the orange interval in Figure 7
is high: HD 95872, HD 154345 and HD 102843. These are high-
lighted in Figure 14, where we show the resilient habitability for all
of the systems we have studied as a function of the giant planet’s ec-
centricity and distance to the HZ. This figure should be compared
to figure 12 of Carrera et al. (2016), which shows the median re-
silient habitability for a generic system. The broad features are the
same – high resilient habitability for low eccentricity and wide orbit
planets – but we wish to emphasize two points: the large range in
resilient habitability arising from different runs in the same system;
and the fact that different systems close to each other in parameter
space on this Figure can have different values of resilient habitabil-
ity, in part because we have included the mass of the known planet
as a third parameter.
We also highlight in Figure 14 some other systems that offer
good prospects for follow up. HD 6718 and HD 150706 have large
uncertainties on their eccentricities, and if the true eccentricities are
at the lower end of the allowed ranges then their resilient habitabil-
ity is high (see Figure 9). HD 25015 and GJ 328 are of high eccen-
tricity (e ∼ 0.4) but distant from the HZ. They show strongly bi-
modal distributions of frhab: if their past history involved ejection
of an equal-mass planet then frhab ≈ 0, but if they have ejected
a lower-mass planet then their resilient habitability is high. The
frhab distribtions of these seven systems of interest are shown in
Figure 15.
In the introduction we made a point about utilizing Gaia to
constrain the orbital plane of the giant planets and using that to
identify edge-on systems that will also show a strong RV signal
from any potential Earth-like planet. The systems we have studied,
typically at distances of a few 10s of pc, will have a good enough
signal-to-noise to detect the astrometric reflex motion of the star
from the known Jovian planets (Ranalli et al. 2018, figure 2). Fur-
thermore, the orbital inclination of the giant planet in these systems
will be constrained to σcos I ∼ 0.1 (Ranalli et al. 2018, figure 9 and
table 5).
Finally, we consider how the orbit of the stars through the
Galaxy may affect the habitability of the systems. Kokaia & Davies
(2019) showed how the passage of a star and its planetary system
through giant molecular clouds – which may trigger mass extictions
– depends on the star’s orbit in the Galaxy. We obtain the positions
and velocities of the 7 highlighted systems from Gaia DR2 (Gaia
Collaboration et al. 2018) and integrate them to determine their
Galactic orbits (see Kokaia & Davies 2019 for details). We find that
for all of the systems, their orbits in the Galaxy lead to excursions
of more than 100 pc from the Galactic plane. Comparing to (Kokaia
& Davies 2019) we find that all of them have encounters with giant
molecular clouds at a similar rate to the Sun: between once every
500 Myr and 3 Gyr.
8 SUMMARY
We have selected 34 systems containing a single massive planet
orbiting an FGK-dwarf beyond the habitable zone (HZ). We sim-
ulated the dynamical history of these systems considering initial
multiple-planet systems comprising either three equal-mass plan-
ets (3E) or four planets having a mass hierarchy of the four gas gi-
ants of our Solar System (4H). These systems pass through a phase
of instability where planets are ejected via planet–planet scatter-
ing leaving other planets on more bound and more eccentric orbits.
One can probe the entire observed eccentricity range with 3E and
4H systems. Low-eccentricity planets are produced mostly by 4H
systems, whereas all systems containing a planet with an eccentric-
ity, e > 0.5 are derived exclusively from 3E systems.
We select the subset of the runs which give eccentricities of the
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Figure 15. The binned, resampled data used to produce the frhab-
distributions in figure 7. The histograms are normalized such that for each
system the blue and the red bins together add up to one. The blue bins show
the number of 3E runs and the red bins show the 4H runs. The black lines
show the bounds of the fhab,1P-values.
inner planet matching observations. Our simulations include test
particles in the habitable zone, to represent terrestrial planets. We
measure the fraction of test particles located within the HZ which
survive the dynamical evolution, and term this fraction the resilient
habitability, frhab. We also compute the fraction of test particles
within the HZ which would be removed from the HZ by the sin-
gle planet as observed today, and refer to this as the present-day
habitability, fhab,1P.
For the 3E runs, the resulting instability tends to be much more
violent resulting in higher eccentricities and planets often entering
the HZ and clearing it out. For 4H, on the other hand, the two most
massive planets rarely enter the HZ with the most massive one only
doing so in systems where the observed planet is very close to the
HZ boundary. This leaves the HZ mostly intact as the lower mass
planets cannot directly eject the test particles. The systems, shown
in figure 3, are placed into one of three groups:
Group 1: Systems where the planet has a much larger semi-
major axis than the outer edge of the HZ and/or has a low eccentric-
ity. These systems all have high values of fhab,1P and the median
values of the frhab distribution also tend to be high. However, some
of the systems in the group have distributions of frhab that go down
to much lower values as can be seen in figure 7. In all cases, frhab
tends to be lower than fhab,1P. In other words, history matters: the
dynamical past is more damaging than present perturbations of the
observed planet.
Group 2: Systems where the planet has a slightly larger semi-
major axis than the outer edge of the HZ and/or has a high eccen-
tricity which brings it very close to the HZ. These planets are much
more damaging to objects within the HZ. Systems in Group 2 gen-
erally show much lower values of fhab,1P than seen in Group 1.
Values of frhab are even lower owing to the extra damaging effects
of the earlier phase of planet–planet scattering.
Group 3: Systems that could fit in either Group 1 or Group 2,
due to the planets having large uncertainties in their eccentricities
which leads to a large range of possible fhab,1P and frhab values.
For these systems we recalculate the frhab distribution by consider-
ing three narrower ranges of eccentricities centred around the mean
and +/− 1σ values of the observed eccentricities as shown in fig-
ure 9. We see two systems that show very large differences between
the distribution of frhab if the eccentricity is high, and that if it is
low; these are HD 6718 and HD 150706, and therefore better de-
termination of these eccentricities is needed.
Even in the 4H runs where the most-massive planet does not
enter the HZ, the planet can do significant damage to the HZ when
its semi-major axis changes during the scattering phase, as then
mean-motion resonances can sweep over the HZ and pump up the
eccentricity of the test particles until they have a close encounter
with the gas giant and get ejected or until the test particle hits the
star. This is consistent with models for the depletion of the asteroid
belt in the Solar System (Izidoro et al. 2016; Clement et al. 2019).
In contrast to the mean-motion resonances, the secular reso-
nances very rarely do any damage to the habitable zone. This is
because for most systems, having the secular resonances inside the
habitable zone requires the two planets to be 4-7 mutual hill radii
apart. Whilst this is a stable configuration for circular coplanar or-
bits, it is rarely stable after an instability. The planets can in princi-
ple end up at the right semi-major axes but they will have eccentric
orbits which generally leads to either one of them eventually get-
ting ejected or a reconfiguration such that the secular resonances
move away from the HZ.
We provide a list of systems containing at least one known
giant planets most likely to be able to host an Earth-like planet:
HD 95872, HD 154345, HD 102843, HD 25015, GJ 328, HD 6718
and HD 150706. HD 95872 is the clearly best candidate as can be
seen in figure 14.
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